Restore Digital // Company overview

Restore transforms work flows and back office
systems to make them digital, streamlined and more
efficient. Working with over 4,000 small, medium and
blue-chip companies we help them digitalise their
workflows, using our 100+ nationwide scanning
centres and storage facilities.

Who we are, what we do.

Our centres stretch the length and breadth of the UK,
so no matter where you are based, we’ll always be
close by.
We also undertake large, one-off scanning projects
which can help organisations clear space, start their
digital journeys, gain compliance or meet paperless
deadlines.
We scan over 800 million pages a year and recycle
over 500 tonnes of paper. And with every project we
take cyber security very seriously.

Restore are much more than a scanning company,
we digitalise whole workstreams, pulling
information from many formats and sources
into a accessible, standardised systems that allow
companies to have full control and oversight of
its information.
While a small scanning project can be straight
forward and completed quickly, a lot of our work
requires a degree of consultancy, so we can best
advise how to digitalise your back-office processes.

Partnership options:
the solutions
Full consultancy support and
work undertaken on Restore
premises.

Full consultancy support and work
undertaken on your own premises.

Full consultancy support but work
undertaken on your premises by your
own team.

This is our most popular solution,
as it fully removes the back-office
project from your own site, so you
can focus fully on your core business.
This can be done with any service
from a small scanning project to a
full mailroom.

Either a one-off project or on-going
contracts where we provide the
solution and you manage the service.

We provide the digital solution, but the
equipment and people are your own.

Services
Document
Scanning

Document
Management

Digital
Mailrooms

Reduce storage costs and access
your information easily while
meeting latest compliance
regulations. Our scanners can
work with fragile papers, books,
odd sizes as well as microfilm
and microfiche.

e-View is our cost effective
cloud-based portal to access
online information. Built with
data compliance at its heart,
it offers the highest levels of
security. Through this platform
we help clients with retention
management and subject access
requests, ensuring that GDPR is
met with ease.

Digitally capture all
incoming correspondence, and
automatically route it to the
correct person; integrating all
incoming mail streams and
removing manual sorting and
delivery. We can also help
digitalise outgoing
correspondence, to aid the
control of information.

Digital Workflows
Whether insurance claims processing; HR systems or an accounts payable and receivable functions, Restore looks at individual companies’ workflows and creates a bespoke digital solution that will improve efficiency and reduce your operating costs.
As well as scanning solutions, we also work with organisations to eliminate paper at source, so going forwards there would be
no need for future scanning using electronic forms.
We can use software robots (RPA) to automate the transfer and input of data (which would usually be typed in by your teams)
into multiple systems. Using rule-based programming and self-learning when unstructured, you can get real-time analytics
with organisation wide insights often used in conjunction with a mailroom solution, Restore can help automate whole back
office workflows, maximizing efficiencies.
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We work closely with
Government
Financial
and Local
Services
Authorities

NHS/
Healthcare
As healthcare faces increasing
challenges, technology can
provide real help in co-ordinating
care. Years of working with
healthcare organisations means
Restore are specialists in medical
scanning, archiving, indexing and
retrieval. We have worked with
many large and complex Trusts to
become one of the industry
leaders in medical record scanning.
With thorough knowledge of the
Affordable Care Act, ICD-10, HIPP
and Meaningful Use, we safely
and securely support the NHS’s
back-office needs while having the
primary objective of patient care at
the forefront of everything we do.

We have worked with many
local governments assisting
with specific workflows like
pension management; accounts;
mailrooms and HR functions. This
supports the ‘paper lite’ policy in
place at local councils and enables
remote and flexible working.

Restore can help you automate the data
gathering process linked to Know Your
Customers and Anti Money Laundering
checks. Instead of data-collection tasks
taking approximately 15 minutes, they
can be completed in under 90 seconds.
Not only are these investigations faster,
but they reduce costs and the risk of
regulatory non-compliance.

Insurance
Sector

There is still a requirement to store client
files, on-going correspondence files,
annual account audit files, tax files,
corporation tax files, personal tax files,
HR and payroll. These archive files can be
easily digitalised, and not only does this
make retrieval easier; but it aids GDPR
compliance, as a full audit and gap 		
analysis can be demonstrated.

Restore works alongside many of
the UK’s leading insurers, improving
claims forms processing through
automation. Combined with our
microfiche and microfilm scanning
services we can digitalise all your
information.

73%
78%
74%
90%
of top UK
legal practices

of FTSE 100
companies
across the UK

of top 50 UK
accountncy

companies

of UK National

healthcare

trusts

Locations
Our nationwide locations
mean we are always nearby
to the organisations
we work with.
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Key
Facts
Why we are a
trusted partner.

UK’s
No.1
business
for end to end

document

management

Part of larger
group with strong
financial security

Our Credentials
•

ISO 14001 Environmental 		
Management

•

ISO22301 Business Continuity 		
Management (BCM)

•

ISO27001 Information Security

•

ISO9001:2000 Quality 			
Management

•

IG Toolkit Compliance

•

ITIL Best Practice

•

BS EB 15713

•

AIIM member

•

Kofax Platinum Partner

We are the only
commercial organisation
which has been awarded
Place of Deposit status,
by the National Archive.
To achieve this Restore’s
premises were inspected
to ensure suitable
arrangements were in
place for the preservation
and access to records.

Scanning
capability
Largest fleet of IBML
scanners in Europe

1m
images

75

nationwide
locations

per day
Information is digitalised and tagged

meta tags

indexing

Robotics and AI can use the information tagged to
update systems and complete workflows.

For more information or a further in-depth discussion
with one of our consultants please contact

T: 0330 037 7954

E: info@restoredigital.co.uk

